The 
Introduction
The relational data model is nowadays in widespread use as in database scientific research so and in practice. In its formal definition, originally proposed by E. Codd, the relational model is based on sets of tuples, i.e. it does not allow duplicate tuples in a relation [1] . There are many applications the most peculiar feature of which is multiplicity and repeatability data. For example, these are sociological polls of different population groups, calculations on DNA and others. Commercial relational database systems are almost invariably based on multisets instead of sets. In other words, tables are in general allowed to include duplicate tuples.
For example, the data model of SQL is relational in nature, as well as the relevant operations. However, unlike relational algebra, the tables manipulated by SQL are not relations, but, rather, multisets. The reason for this peculiarity is twofold [2] . First, this is due to a practical reason: since SQL tables may be very large, duplicate elimination might become a bottleneck for the computation of the query result. Second, SQL extends the set of query operators by means of aggregate functions, whose operands are in general required to be multisets of values.
So, naturally there is a need to expand possibilities of relational databases due to use of multisets (or bags). This problem was also considered in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However this question requires specification and extension because in the specified works the due attention isn't paid to operations of inner and outer joins, semijoin and aggregate operations of multiset table algebra.
Multiset: Basic Definitions
Let's introduce the formal definition of multisets in terms of monograph [5] . 
build multisets of general view. The Cartesian product of multiset  , the operation ) ( Dist , which build 1-multiset, and analog of a full image for multisets are defined too. 
Multiset
The operations of signature
are defined in [6] . Theorem 1. Any expression over multiset table algebra can be replaced by equivalent to him expression which uses only operations of selection, join, projection, union, difference and renaming.
Proof. To prove this statement we will show that operations of intersection and active complement can be expressed through the operations noted in formulation of theorem. Indeed, the following equalities hold: 1)
where
is a scheme of the table R ,  (see, for example, [5, 10] ).
Extended Operations
The extended operations include inner and outer joins, semijoin, aggregate operations. Let's consider these operations one at a time. 
Inner Joins
), ( ,
The basis of the multiset   is defined by follow: 
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Definition 11. The Inner Natural Join of table on scheme 1 R and table on scheme 2 R is a binary parametric operation written as 
R R 
consisting of all the unions of compatible tuples of input tables. Hence, ) ( ) ( ) ( :
In other words, each tuple of 1  is paired with each tuple of 2  , regardless of whether it is a duplicate or not. The basis of the multiset   is defined by follow: R [5] . The number of duplicates is given by the following formula: Table 4 and Table 5 , 
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If we decided to obtain an Inner Natural Join of these tables the result can be present as , before join they needs to be renamed.
The basis of the multiset   is defined by follow:
The number of duplicates is given by the following formula:
), , ( 
. Then the result of the Inner Join using A can be present as
be а partial binary predicate on the set of all tuples S such that   
The range of definition of this operation is
. The basis of the multiset   is defined by follow:
and  is a generalized equality (strong Kleene's equality) [9] .
The number of duplicates is given by the following formula: 
. The result can be present as 
The values of these operations in the left parts of these two equalities and inclusion must be defined.
Definition 14.The Semijoin of 
The basis of the multiset   is defined by follow: Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. If we decided to obtain a Semijoin of these tables the results can be present as ' ,
R . So semijoin is not commutative.
Outer Join
We can lose information when using the inner join operations because the tuples which are not compatible will not be represented in the output table. The outer join operations use when it is necessary to consider the tuples of input tables which didn't get to result of the inner join operations.
Let NULL be a special element of the universal domain D . NULL used to denote absent values in the output 
Consider the table
basis of the multiset   is defined by follow:
. The number of duplicates is given by the following formula:
. The basis of the multiset    is defined by follow: We obtain a representation of the table , R
There are four kinds of the outer joins operations which are induced of the inner join operation  : outer left join, outer right join, outer full join and union join. Let's define them.
Consider the following inner natural joins
Definition 15. The Outer Left Join operation is a partial binary operation of the form ) ( ) ( ) ( :
Definition 16. The Outer Right Join operation is a partial binary operation of the form ) ( ) ( ) ( :
Definition 17. The Outer Full Join operation is a partial binary operation of the form ) ( ) ( ) ( :
Definition 18. The Outer Union Join operation is a partial binary operation of the form ) ( ) ( ) ( :
where 

shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . The results of Outer Join operations would be as follows: 
Aggregate Operations
is an analogue of active domain of the attribute A [5] . The number of duplicates of element )
is given by the following formula: Let Num is a numerical subset of the universal domain D that is closed under addition. Extend the set Num by the special element NULL. We will not extend the operation of addition to the case where at least one of the arguments is NULL.
Let's define the aggregate operations. At first the five aggregate functions -count, sum, average, maximum, minimum -are defined on a finite multiset and then these functions are transferred to the tables. , 
be the Table 6 . Then 
